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ABSTRACT 
Let g be the Lie algebra of a semi-simple algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field k of 
characteristic p>O. In the first part of this paper we study the structure of 0, and focus on the 
deviations from the characteristic 0 case. In the second part we determine, for almost-simple G, the 
automorphism group of 8. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we deal with the structure of the Lie algebra g of a semi-simple 
algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p>O. 
In the characteristic 0 case, g is the direct sum of the Lie algebras gi of the 
almost-simple components Gi of G, which are simple. In characteristic p > 0 the 
situation may be quite different: g need not be a direct sum of the gi’s, nor are 
the gi’s necessarily simple. In this paper we shall focus on the deviations from 
the characteristic 0 case. 
After an introductory section with notations, section 2 describes the Lie alge- 
bras of almost-simple groups: centre, ideals, etc. This part generalizes earlier 
results of W.H. Mills and G.B. Seligman [5,6,7] and J.E. Humphreys [3]. 
The third section gives a partial description of the general semi-simple case; for 
complete results the reader is referred to the author’s Utrecht dissertation [2]. 
The present paper will be followed by a second one which will deal with the 
automorphism group of the Lie algebra of an almost-simple algebraic group, 
and which is to be published in this same journal. The author would like to 
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express his gratefulness to Professor F.D. Veldkamp for his many helpful sug- 
gestions. 
5 1. NOTATIONS 
We denote by k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0, by G a 
semi-simple linear algebraic group over k, and by l(G) = g its Lie algebra. We 
write m Q g if m is an ideal of g, and m Q [p]g if m is a [PI-ideal, i.e., m is invari- 
ant under the p-operation of g as well; see [4]. For each m Q [p] g which is 
invariant under Ad(G) there is a radical isogeny of height 0 or 1 (briefly: height 
I 1 -isogeny) G 7 l , such that m = Ker(dCp); and vice versa; see [8]. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. For subsets a, b, m, of g we define 
tr,b,t))={~~aI km1 CD), 
the transporter in a of m into ID. tr,(g, a) will be denoted briefly by tr(a), the 
transporter into u. 
For m Q g and a linear subspace b of g the following properties are obvious: 
(1-2) tr(m) 2 m 
if mct,ctr(m) then odg. 
Let gc be a complex semi-simple Lie algebra with root system 2 with respect 
to a Cartan subalgebra Ijc and Weyl group W. L and E are the root and weight 
lattices, respectively. al, . . . , al will denote a set of simple roots in Z; 9 is the 
Dynkin diagram. P,,(a, ~?EZ) are the structure constants of 2, i.e., Pora = 0 if 
and only if Q + /3 $ Z and otherwise PQB is the smallest n L 0 such that a + n/l $2: 
One has in gc 
It is well-known that G can be realized as a Chevalley group belonging to 
some root system 2 and some lattice L, L !Z L c t; we sometimes write G(Z, L) 
for such G. We write e for G(Z, L), and Q for l(c), and call them universal; in 
the same way G and Q are the adjoint ones. Any G and g belonging to an L with 
L 5 L 5 L’ are called intermediate. For Chevalley groups we use the notations 
of [9]. 
The Lie algebra g= I(G) of G = G(Z, L) can be realized in the following way. 
Take 
4h={hEbcI~(h)EZforallC1EL} 
ez=b& C W, osz 
where gc and bc are as before. Then 
g=gnOzk. 
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With h = ljx & k we have 
Q=b@ c ke,. 
aeI 
hzs and hz will be the subspaces of hh and lj, respectively, generated by the 
&(a EZ). In the same way eZ C Q~ and e C Q are the subspaces generated by the 
e,(aeZ). 
(1.3) DEFINITION. If Z is irreducible, we call Q almost-classical, since it then 
resembles the classical Lie algebras of W.H. Mills and G.B. Seligman [4]. 
(1.4) DEFINITION. If there are two root lengths in Z, we denote the set of long 
(short) roots by&(&), and we call R the root length ratio (B 8) (S(aE& BE&). 
It will be clear what we mean with ljL, hs, eL and es. ’ 
We now assume Z to be simple. For a detailed description of Z we refer to, 
e.g., the Planches of [l]. In ljc we take a basis cl, . . . . & dual to the basis cl, . . . . EI 
mentioned in [ 11. 
In all cases except 4, we have L/J~ z Z/cE for some CE N, so we can find 
h . . . . h, E hc such that 
4, h2, . . . . h, is a basis of ljz 
ch,, h2, . . . . hl is a basis of Ijr. 
hl can be determined with the help of the Planches of [l]. 
In the case 4, we have L/L = (iU2Q2, so we can find hl, . . . , h2, E ha, such that 
h hz, 4, . . . . hZI is a basis of ljz 
%2h, h, . . . . 
- 
htl is a basis of ljz. 
We shall take 
h = -ha,,-, + he,, 
There are three distinct lattices between ~5 and L; we mark the corresponding 
Chevalley groups with ~1, 92 and D (they turn out to be the half spin and ortho- 
gonal groups, respectively): 
24, ht, h3, . . . . h,, is a basis of hylH 
h,+h2,2h2,h3 ,..., hSIisabasisofQtia 
hl, 2hz, h3, . . . . hZI is a basis of haz. 
52. STRUCTUREOFALMOST-CLASSICALLIEALGEBRAS 
In this section we describe the structure of l(G) if G is quasi-simple. We shall 
first present the main theorem. We give only a partial proof here; for a com- 
plete proof the reader is referred to j2). 
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(2.1) THEOREM. Let Z be an irreducible root system, G a linear algebraic 
group with root system Z, defined over an algebraically closed field k of charac- 
teristic p > 0; let g = t(G). 
The centre a(g), the commutator subalgebra [g, g] and the ideals m of g 
together with their transporters tr(m) are as listed in Table 1. For each m Q g we 
mention whether m is a [PI-ideal and whether it is Ad(G)-invariant; if so, the 
corresponding height 5 I-isogeny is given. Finally, M(m), the height of m is 
given. 
Table 1 is printed at the end of this paper. We use the following abbreviations: 
univ., adj. and interm. for universal, adjoint and intermediate, respectively; 
+ for yes, - for no. The names of the isogenies will be explained in (2.13). 
PARTIALPROOF. We sketch the proof in a number of steps, omitting straight- 
forward computations. We do not prove here that these Lie algebras are non- 
isomorphic, and that this is the complete set of non-isomorphic, almost- 
classical Lie algebras. The proof of the latter statements is not difficult, using 
root lattices and Chevalley groups, see [2] $7. 
We first consider the centre a(g). A simple computation yields 
a(g)={hEt) / a(h)=0 VUEZ}. 
The following result is easily proved. 
(2.2) LEMMA. 
a) a(g) = Ker(dv), where w: G + G is the natural isogeny. 
b) a(Q)=O. 
c) If Z is not of type Dzr and g # fi, we have, taking a basis of 8 as in 0 1, 
a(g) = (dhl > if p 1 d and a(g) = 0 if p { d. Consequently, a(g) = 0 unless Z is of 
type B,, C,, 4, E7 with p=2, or of type Es with p= 3, or of type A, with 
P 1 IW - 
d) Let Z be of type 4,; choose h, , hz as in the final part of $1. 
If p#2, then always a(g) = 0. 
Ifp=2, then a(Q) = W4, W, ahd = CW, 
a(e,J = (W and a(g,) = CW. 
We now start our study of ideals in g by stating some lemmas. 
(2.3) LEMMA. If ma g with g c_ b, then m C a(g). 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let m Q g and suppose e, E m for some a E Z. 
a) If Z has one root length and is not of type Al, then m 2 l)~ + e. 
b) Let Z be of type B,(I r 3), F4 or Gz and R the root length ratio. 
IfaEZLthenm>f)~+e;ifaE&thenm>Ij~+R~~+e~+Re~. 
c) Let Z be of type C, (I 12, C, = Bz). Then m 2 g + 2bL + es + 2eL. 
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(2.5) LEMMA. Let rn~ g and x=h+ C Il,e,om with h~[). 
us,? 
a) IfZ:isnotoftypeC,(I11,C1=A,,C2=82),thenhEmandeachIZ,e,Em 
b) If Z is of type C/(/12), then &e,E m for all short a. 
The first lemma is immediate; (2.4) and (2.5) are proved using chains of roots 
P I9 *-*, /3, such that yi =/3i+i - j?i EZ for i = 0, . . . . n - 1 and inspecting the num- 
bers of pDin. A consequence of these lemmas is the following proposition. 
(2.6) PROPOSITION. Let m Q g, m g a(g), Z not of type A i . 
a) IF Z has one root length, then m > ljz 0 e = [g, g]; otherwise m > (ljs + Rlk) 0 
(es +RQ), with R the root length ratio. 
b) If~isoftypeBI(Ir3),FqorG2andm~b+e,,thenm~~~+e=[g,g]. 
From this proposition we easily derive the following consequence, using the 
description of bases in lj as given in the last part of 0 1. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. 
a) In the following cases g is certainly simple: type A,(/ 22) with p f (I+ l), 
types B,, C,, D,, ET and F4 if p # 2, types E6 and G2 if p # 3, and type E8 for 
arbitrary p. 
b) Suppose Z has one root length and is not of type A, ; let m be a linear sub- 
space of g. Then m Q g a m c a(g) or m 2 [g, g] . 
With (2.7b) we are finished with the types with one root length, except the 
case Al withp = 2. This last case needs some computation, which we leave to the 
reader. 
So, only the cases with two root lengths are left. For these cases we define 
b Hmax= {h~ljr 1 a(h)=0 modp for all CXE&} 
b max = {huh 1 o(h)=0 for all a~,&}=h~~~~@k. 
If p = R (the root length ratio), then cr(&) = 0 mod p for all (r E Z., PE Zs, so 
then 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Let Z have two root lengths, and let p be R. 
a) MS + es) 2 bmax + es - 
b) A linear subspace m is an ideal of g provided one of the following holds: 
2. m = D + es with b linear and fis c D c h,, 
3. m2 hel. 
c) Conversely, if Z is not of type C, (I L 2, C, = Bz), every ideal is of the form 
given in b). 
d) Under the assumption of c), tr(hs + es) = h,, + es. 
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Table 1 
type of Z 
dim dim 
P type A(Q) hd Q/IQ, ~1 llI4g 
arbitrary any 
arbitrary any 
Al 2 
A/, lr2 
AI, lr2 
Al, 122 
B/, I even, I>2 
2 
P (u+u 
P2 I u+ 1) 
P Iu+u 
Bl, I odd 
Bj, I>2 
B2, G 
Bz, Cl, I even 
Cl, I odd 
D2/ 
D2/ 
D21 
D2/+1 
D21+1 
D21+ I 
E6 
ES 
El 
El 
F4 
G2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
3 
arbitrary 
arbitrary 
univ. 
adj. 
univ. 
interm. 
adj . 
univ. 
1 4 2 
0 e 1 
1 Q 0 
1 $z+e 1 
0 bz+e 1 
1 Q 0 
univ. 
adj . 
1 Q 0 
0 hr+e 1 
univ. 1 h+es 21 
adj . 0 Qz+e 1 
adj . 0 $z+e 1 
univ. 2 Q 0 
interm. 1 hx+e 1 
adj. 0 hz+e 
univ. 1 Q 
interm. 1 hr+e 
adj . 
univ. 
adj. 
univ. 
adj . 
univ. = adj. 
0 bz+e 
1 Q 
0 bt+e 
1 Q 
0 br+e 
0 Q 
0 
Q 
h 
b+kx for each O#xce 
kx for each O#xe e 
e 
a(Q) 
&I) 
[‘A Ql 
[Qt ‘xl] 
a(Q) 
es+hs 
es+bs+kh* 
a(Q) 
es+hs 
es 
es+kh* 
[Q* Ql 
a(Q) 
es+hs 
h Ql 
all subspaces 
3 [Qv Qlt fQ 
es+hs 
es+br 
es+f+?,rwithOSf$ieL 
1% Ql 
es+bz 
es+f+hz with O$f$eL 
[Lb Ql 
kxwith O#xe&Q)n(hh@ Fz) 
all other l-dim. subspaces of z(g) 
dtl) 
d(Q) 
[Q, Ql 
2 h Ql 
[e, QI + kx with xe IQ, 81 and XE 4zC3 F2 
ah other linear m with [Q, Q] s m s Q 
0 a(Q) 
1 a(e) 
h Ql 
1 1% ill 
0 a(e) 
1 [LIP Ql 
0 a(e) 
1 IQ, Ql 
0 es+bs 
univ. = adj. 0 Q 0 es+hs 
tr(m) 
m invariant 
m[p] 5 a? under Ad? ht 5 I-isogeny corresp. to m ht(m) 
a(a) 
a 
a 
a 
kx 
a 
a(a) 
a(a) 
a 
a 
a(a) 
es+ljs+kh* 
es+bs+kh* 
a(a) 
es+hs 
es+kh* 
es+kh* 
a 
a(a) 
Ia, al 
a 
a 
es+bz 
es+bz 
es+f+hz 
a 
es+br 
es+f+br 
a 
a(a) 
a(a) 
a(a) 
a(a) 
a 
a 
a 
a 
a(a) 
a(a) 
a 
a 
a(a) 
a 
a(a) 
a 
es+bs 
es+hs 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
I 
Fr 
w 
- 
Fr. I,-’ 
d$G’with IL/Lfj=p 
G s G’ with IL/L’1 =p 
Fr*p-’ with G’ZG, IL’/LI=p 
Fr. (D-’ with G’$G, IL’/Ll =p 
I 
Ir 
/Ff. we’ 
Ir 
Fr. w-’ 
- 
Fr. y-’ 
Ir 
- 
Fr. w-’ 
9 z-4. 92, 0 
- 
w 
iT?s:G with interm. G 
GSG 
Fr.cp-’ with GzG 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 if I even, 2 if I odd 
1 
2 if I even, 1 if I odd 
3 if I even, 2 if I odd 
4 )..., 21+2(3 ,..., 21+1) 
if I even (odd) 
1 
2 
3 ( . . . . 2l+ 1 
2li2 
1 
2 , . ...21 
21+1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Fr .q-’ with G -$ G, G interm. 
w 
Fr. v/-l 
VI 
Fr + w-’ 
e 
fl 
PROOF. To prove a), we have to show [h,, + es, g] C hs + es. The definition of 
b max implies that [lj,,, eL] =0, so 
hmax, el = M,,, bl + Dh,, es1 + h,,, ed C es. 
If CWE&, /~ECL such that Q+PEZ, then a+Pis always short, so [es, eL] c es; if 
a;p~Zs such that CX+/~E&, thenpap=R=p, hence [es,es] chs+es. So 
[es, el = [es, $I+ h, es1 + [es, ed C hi + es. 
Now b) is trivial from a); c) is easy using (2.6) and d) follows from c) and (1.2). 
(2.9) CASES F4 AND G2 WITH p = 2 OR 3 RESPECTIVELY. 
In these cases straightforward computations, using the Planches of [l], show 
that h max = hs. Then, as a consequence of (2.8) and (2.2), ljs + es is the only non- 
trivial ideal of g. 
(2.10) THE CASE B/(lr3),p=2. 
In this case we can write 
& = {f&ik&j 11 li<jll}; 
Zs={f&i (1liSf); 
Cli =&j-&i+l EZL for i= 1, . . ..I-1. CY,=&[EZs. 
So, IjH has a basis A,,, . . . . h,, with 
hai=C-[;+i for 1 sill-1 and h,=2&, 
and fir is generated by cl, . . . , [, . 
For o, p E & one easily sees h, - h, E 2&, so ljs is generated by one element, say 
h,,. Therefore, 
in 9: h=Q,,=d(Bh 
in a: ljs =O. 
Call h*= f: &; ham ljz if and only if I is even. We get 
i=l 
Lnax=bzs+~~*9 
d Hmax = f)a + Zh* if I even, IjZmax = bzs if I odd. 
Reducing mod p gives analogous results for lj,, and lj,, . These observations, 
together with (2.8) and (2.2) lead to the list of ideals mentioned in Table 1. 
(2.11) THECASEC/(IZ~,C~=B~).~=~. 
We now have 
ZL =(+2&i) 1 sill); Zs={f&if&j 11 li<jSl} 
ai=&;-&i+] EZs(1 sill- 1); a,=2qe&. 
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l& has a basis ha,, . . . , h,, with 
so ljz is generated by cl, . . . , cr. 
ljr is generated by cz and hl = 3 iir (-l)‘-’ t. One sees without difficulty: 
4Inax = b.z 
hz is generated by ljs and h,,. 
(2.12) LEMMA. Let g be of type C, (122, C,=&) andp=2. 
a) Let m Q g . Then the following holds: 
1) Ifmgljz+es thenm>hz+es, 
2) If, moreover, g is adjoint and m $Z ljz + e, then m = g; 
b) On the other hand, if m is a linear subspace of g such that hz + es G m G h,r + e, 
then m Q g. 
PROOF. 
a. 1) m > ljs + es by (2.6a); in view of (2.11) it is sufficient to prove that h, E m 
for some cr E &. 
Let x E m with x $ ljz + es. Because es c m we can assume 
x=h+ C Aaea, he& A,ck, 
ClE‘Q 
with either h $ hz or Aa # 0 for some a E Z. If h $ ljz we can write h = h’+ vhl 
with h’E fir, v E k* and h, as in (2.11); then we can compute for /3~ 2: 
[[x, eg], e-s] = [vep + A-,h,, empI = vha em. 
If hEbz and A,#0 for some aE&, then 
[x, e-,] = i,h, E m. 
a.2) In view of a. 1) there is an XE m, xe hz + e, of the form 
x= vh, +aFzL A,e, with Aa E k, v E k*. 
Inspecting [x, e,] one sees e, E m for all long a; hence also hl E m. 
b) In the universal case hz + es = fi + es = [ 4, 41, so the result is trivial. 
Now for the adjoint case. Look at the morphism d@ : fi-+ f~, e, - e,. One 
has d@(B) = h,r + e, so m Q hz + e by the result proved in the universal case. 
In view of (2.11) there remains only to be proved that [m, h,] c m, which 
we leave to the reader. 
Combining (2.6), (2.8) and (2.12) the results for type C, listed in Table 1 are 
clear. 
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(2.13) Ht 5 I-ISOGENIES. 
Let G, G, G’, G be Chevalley groups of type X,. A natural isogeny G + G’: 
x,(t) -x,(t) is denoted by G 3 G’. In some cases we use special notations: 
w(X,) or w: G+G 
in case 4,: G % G,, wsl G, similarly Q, etc. Fr(&), Fr(X,) and Fr(X,) 
denote the Frobenius morphisms on G, G and G respectively. 
If Z has two root lengths and p = R, we have a morphism 
G-G*:x,(t)-x&,t) if a is long 
x,(t) -x,.(s,tP) if a is short 
with E,= +l (cf. [9], pp. 146 and 155); we shall call this morphism p(X,). In 
the same way one defines @(X1): G+ G*. In the table we omit the suffix 
(X1, etc.) when no ambiguity is possible. 
We omit the computation of [g, g]. Moreover, we do not determine here the, 
transporters, the restricted ideals, the ideals invariant under Ad(G) and the cor- 
responding ht I I-isogenies. See [2] (8.21), (8.22), (8.23) and (8.24). 
$3. IDEALS IN THE GENERAL SEMI-SIMPLE CASE 
In this section we no longer assume that C is irreducible. We shall describe the 
ideals of g in terms of the Lie algebras of the almost-simple components of G. 
Let &, . . . . Zt be the irreducible components of 2. Then G = G1 l *.. l Gt , an 
almost-direct product of almost-simple groups Gi with root systems Zi. Call 
gi = l(Gi). We write 
Gy=(Gj) j#i> 
QYC = jTi QjC ; 9% = Q& n QH; QY = QX 0s k. 
Then gy = I(Gy ). 
In the following we suppose that either p # 2 or that none of the gi is universal 
of type C,(l~l,Ci=Ai,Cz=B2). Consider ideals tttidgi (i=l, . . . . t )  such that 
for all i 
Qin f: lTtj=tTli. 
j=l 
Then the following equations hold: 
(3.1) trtii, mi)2,fj fr,(Qi9 mi)oic, mi+hJQ9i~l mih 
We omit the proof which is rather technical and is given in [2], 0 11. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Suppose either p f 2 or none of the gi is universal of type A,, 
B2 or C,. Then a linear subspace m of g is an ideal if and only if there are mj Q gi 
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(i= 1, . . . . t) with gi fl f: mi = mi for all i, such that _ 
j=l 
(*I * 
I I 
C mi C m CiF, mi + tr,(a,i;, m). 
i=l 
Given m, we can take mi = m fJ gi for all i. 
PROOF. Given an ideal m, we take mi = m n gi and have 
Now use (3.1). 
On the other hand, if m, ml, . . . . mt satisfy the condition (*), then (3.1) shows 
that i mi c m c tr( f: mi), so m is an ideal by (1.2). 
i=l i=l 
For mi Q gi (i= 1, . . . . t) it is not difficult to see that 
t?Tb(Q, hlj) = h~(~fli, ztllj) = 
So tt+( g, Zmi) is defined by equations a(h) = 0, hence, is spanned by elements 
h @ 1, h E &,(a, Zmi). (A transporter in gp of sets in g is defined in the obvious 
way.) One can show that 
(3.3) 
t 
h,(a, WI = (6 tr~Jgi, I%)) n br, 
where fi; = &;(m;) Q &, cpi being the natural isogeny Gi+ Gi. The transporters 
on the right-hand side of (3.3) can easily be read off from Table 1. Thus (3.2) 
gives an algorithm to decide whether a linear subspace of g is an ideal, under the 
restrictions of (3.2) for g. 
In the cases excluded in (3.2) such a nice description of the ideals of Q cannot 
be given, the difficulties being caused by the fact that equality (1) of (3.1) ceases 
to be true in general. The latter is shown in the following example. Let p be 2, 
and assume that g # g1 + 9‘: with gI universal of type C,. Take 
Take mi Q gi (i=2, . . . t) such that gi fl f: mj = mi for all i. Then 
J=I 
tr( i mi) n 91 = $I+ els, r=, 
(,~tr,(ai,mi))na~=al. 
We shall not prove this, nor shall we give a description of the ideals of g in the 
general case; we refer the interested reader to [2] (11.20). 
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